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JOSEPH AVRON AND BARRY SIMON by standard approximation arguments. We will show that both steps are true in the one dimensional Schr6dinger case and the first step is true in higher dimension (it is quite likely the second is true then too, but we do not have a proof because we cannot bar infinite multiplicities of eigenvalues). One important property of k that we will establish is that the spectrum of M is the set of points of non-constancy of k, i.e.
spec(M)
E k(E + ) k(E ) > 0 for all > O} (3) (3) is especially interesting since, as we will explain, we believe it can happen that dk is disjoint from the spectral measure class. This is known to occur in other cases, e.g. for random potentials the ids is analytic while the spectrum is pure point.
In Section 3, we study continuity properties of k. The most interesting is the following: Let k(E,) be the ids for V(n)= cos(2rcn). Then y(E)= lim Ill-'lnllTz(E)ll (4) if the limit exists. In the context of random potentials, D. Thouless [23] found the remarkable relation ,{(E) =flnl E-E'ldk(E') which we call the Thouless formula. Aubry-Andre [1] , used the formula in the context of almost periodic Jacobi matrices. Thouless' proof of (5) is not rigorous.
Indeed, the construction of Jacobi matrices with purely singular spectrum will rely on the fact that (5) may be false for E in certain small sets, indeed for enough E to support a spectral measure! What we will show using Thouless' argument and some functional analysis is that for almost all potentials Vw in the hull of a fixed a.p. function, V, (5) (6) where ct, 0, are parameters. In Section 6, we establish a rigorous symmetry found by Aubry [2] , relating the operators for (, ct) and for (4/, a We should say something about the connection of our work with that of Johnson-Moser [10] . While the methods are very different, there is considerable overlap with the results in Sections 2 and 5 and that part of Section 3 dealing with a fixed frequency module. They discuss an object which they call the rotation number (see also Moser [11 ] ), which we shall see (in Section 2) is up to a constant identical to k. At the time we began our work on the ids we knew that they had proven that the rotation number existed but we didn't realize the equality of it and the ids. In any event, there is no doubt that their work on existence predates ours by several months. However, on the basis of discussions with Johnson, it is clear that the development of explicit properties was roughly parallel in time. They do not establish the Thouless formula, but they do discuss a closely related fact for E with Im E > 0.
In comparing our methods with those in [10] , we note the advantage of our method that at least for existence of k(E). We can treat dimensions other than one dimension and moreover, we can treat the Jacobi matrix case. (It is possible that one can extend the Johnson-Moser method to the Jacobi case but the extension is not trivial). In favor of their rotation number approach, we mention the beautiful homotopy argument that "quantizes" k(E) in gaps of the spectrum which we quote in Section 2 and which is proven by Johnson-Moser [10] .
While such opinions are admittedly subjective, we feel our approach to existence of k is simpler than that in [10] . One reason is that by thinking of rotation numbers, one cannot use the device of analyzing the weak limit dk first and then prove continuity of the measure, dk.
We note that both we and [10] prove existence of k for a fixed a.p. potential, V, and that this limit is the same for any other W in the hull of V. If one is willing to settle for the slightly weaker result of existence and independence for a.e. W in the hull (but perhaps not for the original, V), then the result is older and follows from a suitable application of the Birkhoff ergodic theorem. From the rotation number point of view, the result follows from arguments of Schwartzmann [17] and in terms of ids it is a result of Benderskii-Pastur [6] if we think of an a.p. function as an ergodic process. We also note that there is a third approach to study the properties of k exploiting Von Neumann algebras. This approach is due to Shubin [18] and has been exploited by Bellissard-Testard [5] . We also note an interesting earlier paper of Scharf [16] 
Then an), solution of u(n + 1) 
and, in particular, no solution is in l 2. 2. The integrated density of states. As a preliminary to showing that the integral kernel on diagonal, e-tn(x, x), is a.p. if V is a.p., we want to prove some continuity of e-tn(x, y) in V. For this section, it would suffice to treat the case where V,, VII --> 0 but for the next section, the following-stronger result is of interest. For the Jacobi matrix case we let (Mou)(n) u(n + 1)+ u(n 1) and in the Schr6dinger case H 0 -A. Proof, By hypothesis, Mm-")M strongly strongly, so the matrix elements converge. ["1
The analog in the Schr6dinger case must be somewhat more subtle since even the existence of a continuous integral kernel is not completely trivial. We exploit Brownian motion results [19] but there is no question that other techniques could be used just as well. While our proof exploits boundedness of V, with more work one can handle suitable unbounded V (see [21] ). We will require the fact that there is for each > 0, a measure d/z 0 x-.t on continuous functions, to, from [0, t] v, to IW with to(0) x, to(t) y so that e-t(Ho+ V) has a continuous integral kernel 
Proof. Follows from (7) and the dominated convergence theorem. [-] In the above, we separated out the Jacobi and Schr6dinger cases because the proofs were somewhat distinct. For the rest of this section and the next, the theorems and proofs are virtually identical so we only given them in the Schr6dinger case (we note the few results that are special to this case). We also give the results only in 1-dimension, noting which results don't extend to higher dimension by saying "let , 1 ." We also note that while the Jacobi case was only given in 1-dimension, there is no bar to handling the discrete case in higher dimension to the same extent that the Schr6dinger case in higher dimension can be handled. THEOREM 2.2. Let V be an almost periodic function on R and let f be its hull.
Given w f, let Vw be the associated potential. Let replaced by "(1,a l,..., a) must be rationally independent." This is precisely the condition needed for the orbit {(aln ann) In 0, +_ 1,... to be dense in T.
THEOREM 3.4 . Let a ** be a vector in R of rationally independent frequencies. (9) is (9 independent when the aj are independent, k(a, (9) can't be continuous in a at points where the a are rationally dependent, at least for most 0. Thus e.g. if , 2 and 0 (0, 0) is fixed, k(1,a) will typically be a function which is continuous at irrational a and discontinuous at rational a.
As a detailed example of this phenomenon, let us consider the sequence of periodic potentials, n 2, 4 V,(x) cosx + cos[ (I + nAs n--) , obviously V converges pointwise to 2 cos(x). On the other hand, Vn(x + n) cos x cos (1 + n ')x goes pointwise to the potential zero. In a gap for 2cosx, k(E) is constant while it is non-constant for l--0, so kn(E cannot converge to both limiting k(E)'s and presumably it converges to neither. By analyzing the spectrum of H --dE/dx2-1 Vn(x) further, one finds a rather subtle structure. of them small. Indeed, our guess is that in a gap for some cos x + cos(x + 0), one finds that for n large, H, will have n gaps of size O(n -l) and n bands, each exponentially small. There is one more continuity result on k that we will require in Section 6 (we need it there in the Jacobi case; as usual, we state it in the Schr6dinger case). [z-lTr(e(_oo,E)(n(kP))) k(E, ot(k))l < t 2. Without any significant change, the proof here extends to the case of general random Jacobi matrices with ergodic potentials. (15) . The 3,0,k0 is a "subtraction" procedure. Other subtraction procedures could be used. Johnson-Moser [10] prove that -irk is the boundary value of an analytic function.
We prove Thm. 5 .1 in 8 steps emphasizing that which differs from the Jacobi case"
(1) Reduction to x integral. Rescale so that is rationally independent of the frequency module and thus x o x + is ergodic on the hull. By noting that it is easy to obtain uniform (in w) bounds on sup Ix-yl < IITx,w(E)T,w(E)-'II since V is bounded, we can reduce the Ixl o limit to the limit along integral values of x.
(2) Analog of Thm. 4.1. Because of the ergodicity along integers, Thm. 4.1 extends (3) Control of the R limit. We want to control the R oe using (11) . Note that for E < a < b fablnlE E' d(k ko)(E') fab E'-k(E') ko(E')] dE' + b[ lnlE' Eli k(E') ko(E') so by (11) , limb>a_,o fb lnlE E' d(k ko) 0 so that the R-limit exists so long as fe_l lnlE_ E'ld(k-ko) exists and this will be true for a.e. E by standard Hilbert transforms. By exploiting the estimate ko(E g o) < k(E) < k(E / vii oo) which led to (11) , one also obtains the following that we will need below" lim Ilk lnlE'-Eldk(E')-lnlE'-Eldk(E')l M---o (E') < M 0(E') < M f_ lnlE'-E d(k ko)(E')
